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I'm late--better run. I don't want to miss the beginning of the lecture. 

" ... but to attract attention to it. Theorists that subscribe to this function suggest that 
the body is covered to lure, to draw attention to those areas that are covered ... (Sheila) 
. .. and that taking clothes off is more erotic than wearing none." 

(There she was, outside the chapel. A crowd was gathering. Heads were turning, 
whispers could be heard.) 

" ... the most popular theory is adornment and decoration, with several subdivisions 
under this category. They include trophyism, terrorism, sexual attraction . .. " 

( Such a sight--rich, black crepe de chine, tailored to every curve of her body. The 
neckline was more than just plunging, it plummeted down towards the waist. And 
those "barely" black stockings of lace with the seams made more than just a fashion 
statement.) 

" .. . and folkways usually are the accepted way things are done; however, they are 
not insisted upon . . . " 

(Ah, how true! To compliment her revealing dress, she wore black gloves, multiple 
rhinestone bracelets, and black satin spiked heels. Walking with her head held high, 
her blonde page boy perfectly coiffured, her hips swayed with each step. She certainly 
didn't choose to follow the traditional campus dress--skirt, sweater, loafers, and bobby 
socks.) 

" . .. clothing symbolism. A person's appearance conveys symbolic meaning to the 
spectator . .. " 

(An invitation, that's what it was! What other reason could there possibly be for 
wearing that--that costume. Rob was ready to do more than just carry her books!) 

" ... and now, gather in your discussion groups. Exchange ideas on the subject-
what does black mean . . . " 

(A list of what black means--death, old age, nighttime, sophistication . . . Sheila, 
professional, speed, punk, law, mystery ... Sheila, religion, evil, servants, seduction 
... Sheila--) 

" ... clothing is one of the significant non-verbal symbols that communicates and 
defines certain aspects of personality, age, sex, role, status, and situation ... (The 
Second Skin, p. 177) Of course, how these symbols are perceived depends upon several 
factors, including personality aspects of the perceiver ... " 

(Surely, everyone standing outside the chapel saw Sheila for what she was. My 
personality, how could it possibly influence my judgments? Just because I ...... . 

Where are my glasses?) 

Lynrfa 0 . Crouse 
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'Duel( and Cover 

Cool jazz turns 
upon a transparent floor 
of blue-grey smoke, and 
her mind is bathed 
in the pale blue neon glow 
of the television; its 
rationed warmth and cool illumination 
fireplace of the soul 
She sees all the people of the world: 
the fags and the dykes; and 
the niggers, and the kykes; and 
the Klan and the holier-than-thou 
preachers saying that God 
is filing Chapter 11 --
and they're all right; 
it's never their fault, 
not their choice 
just the inevitable result 
of six upper-middle class white guys 
locked in a room somewhere 
making all the decisions 
for everybody 
Hey, Ted -- what's the story? 
Hey, Gene-- is Roger ever right? 
If not, why do you hang around 
with such an idiot? And (by the way) 
if Kurosawa's so great, how come 
nobody ever goes to see his movies? 
She can't remember the 
good ol' days; 
back when body-bags littered the tarmac; 
back when we were all waiting on the bomb 
(duck and cover, duck and cover); 
back when Jack and Bobby, and Martin and Malcolm 
lay bleeding on the floor; 
there never were any 
good ol' days 
you just tend to forget 
the bullshit 
as you get older, and 
new bullshit 
forges new links in an old chain 
Have another cigarette, honey; 
turn off the TV, and 
get some damn sleep 

'}.{_adia 'E[ena Sy[van 
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Rush, 

Rush down 

Like flowing silk 

to the ground 

Looking through 

a transparent eye 

sun reflects 

colors of the sky 

splash the rock 

and flow away 

yet rush 

rush down 

so beauty stays 

:J(S. 

I want someone 
who can see beauty in a flower 

and adventure in the night -
I want someone 

who can find nature in a sunrise 
and magic in a sunset -

I want someone 
who can hear songs in the silence 

and quiet in a waterfall
I want someone 

:Micfie[{e 'Brennan 

who can find the dance in himself 
and the calm in me. 

'Erin Ylngfey 

i\)1 



JIIone #2 

You are here and I am alone 
You speak in quick 
steady moving 
syllables and 
I am lost in the 
pattern of your dress 
as steam from your coffee 
envelopes your face 

It is early and 
I cannot listen to this 
Your voice 
rattling on 
like the last 
cattle truck down 
an open highway 

It is early and 
I cannot hear you 
whining 
about your mother's rug 
your lover's love 
your sixteen kids screaming 

"Water your flowers," I say, 
"They need watering." 

You pause 
long enough 
to flick your cigar ette ashes 
carelessly into the glass tray 
and again, go on losing me 
I, strapped bare 
against the numbness of your words 

L. Steigerwalt 

:fatfier 

Your face - a sketch of god 
your eyebrows - shafted wheat 
burnt amber of sunsets 
like torches glow in your eyes 

as you roll up your sleeves 
stalks of wheat like lovers faint 
under the whisk of your scythe 

'l([ara Lutsky 

'Ifie 'lJog (a fimericf() 

There once was a man from the West 

Whose dog was a terrible pest. 

When he told the dog "sit," 

It jumped up and bit. 

So now the dumb dog's a plaid vest. 

o/aferie 9vfi£fer and Christine Lauer 

o/aferie 9vfi[[er 
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J-{er 13rof«-n J-{eart 

How does one person become so lucky to have met someone as special as you? 
How can two people so different be so right? 
How can they be so comfortable and relaxed with one another when fate is against them 

from the start? 
One look at Him and She knows He's the "One." 
One look at Her and She's "Something Special." 
Why does Love have to be so difficult? 
Why can't a person do as She feels and follow Her heart (ignoring the realities of Life)? 
Why does reality have to overpower a young person's life when the fantasy is what she 

really wants? 
But how can She overlook the fantasy and not be blinded by Love? 
A broken heart or an unrealistic life--which is better? Which is worse? 

How can one just walk away--wounded--not looking back? 
How can this be when, with the blink of an eye, it could all be? 
Her life could be fulfilled with the Man of Her dreams. 
The Only Man She loved more than Her own life, the One She trusts. 
The One Man She desperately wants but truly cannot have. 
The odds are against it. But why? 
How can She be denied such Happiness? 
His warm smile and delicate touch are taken from Her like the sweet scent from a 

beautiful flower. 

Her mind knows what has to be, but Her heart doesn't want to let the mind rule. 
Why can't they spend All of eternity in each other's embrace? 
Why won't She give in to temptation and Her bleeding heart? 
Why can't She live for Today and not for Tomorrow? 
She is confused, torn between a beautiful fantasy or a miserable heart living in truth. 
What will She do? 

How can She be free from the hurt and the pain that reality will bring (and it will be 
brought)? 

She thinks, "Just do what has to be done." 
Live to be True and avoid future heartbreak. 
Take the initiative and don't turn back; don't look back. 
The Decision is made--follow it through to the end. 
Once that is done, the healing can begin. It has to begin. It will begin. 

The heart will need time 
And time is all that Her empty heart has now. 

She believes She has done right, but the unexplainable second guessing does not 
convince Her. 

Did She do the right thing? 
Why does She hurt so much? 
What other choice did She have? None! 
That is what She has to believe, that is what She must believe, that is what is to be 

believed. 

(continued) 
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:J{er 13rol(en :J{eart 

It's time to go on living. 
She can't procrastinate any longer. 
She lets Him go, away from her grasp . 
She keeps telling herself She has made the right decision. 
She gives Him the freedom to love another 

But, at the same time, She is afraid ofbeing forgotten. 

The tears quickly fill Her eyes. 
Her body slightly trembles. 
She fears the thought of loving again. 
But even after such a loss She can hold her head high. 
She realizes that it's better to have lost in love than never to have loved at all. 

Realistically, life is full of chances. 
Sometimes you win, and sometimes you lose. 
That is what makes life interesting. 
One takes chances to find happiness. 
"Not knowing" could be fun, and maybe it would have been best in Her case. 
But then again, She never would have been honest to herself if She didn't tiptoe out on a 

limb. 

As hard as it is, She is glad She met Him. 
She does not regret meeting Him. 
She is grateful for the beautiful memories that will follow Her throughout life. 
He, on the other hand, can't begin to imagine how hard it was for Her to walk away. 
For She denied Her inner-most feelings. 
she hopes someday He will understand Why She turned Him away, 

Why She couldn't live a fantasy or a dream. 
The Love She has for Him is so strong. 
It's plain and simple: She wants it ALL or she wants NOTHING. 

1(aren L 'Bdmont 

:From tlie Wise Woman Series--#2 

"What is true love?" the young child asked the old wise woman. 
"True love?" the woman looked up at the pale blue cloudless sky with unblinking eyes. 
"True love," she repeated, and then she began, "true love is the essence of the soul, the 
purity of the body, and the clarity of the mind joining two creatures together without 
hate, and little confusion. It is the truest emotion in which there are few questions 
asked, but many answers received. It is the embracement of a lifetime, and ecstacy in a 
moment. It is everything given, for nothing. And that, my child, is true love." 

'Erin f4ng(ey 
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rJJe{i vera nee 

Ancient trains creep down crooked paths. They will crush me, 

who lie down on the cold dirt and smashed glass that rests 

in the cradle of incessant tracks. 

Weep not, my dearest and most loved friend. 

For so long, murderous life has torn my flesh, cracked my bones, infected my blood, 

smothered ·my spirit, and decayed my innocence. 

Can't you see? 

Life's killings claim more life than death could ever steal. 

Oh blind, blind people. 

You say it takes courage to live. I say it takes courage t o die. 

I have found that courage. 

The courage to leave this arena of sin. The courage to be pure. 

For true purity does not exist in this life-- only in the next. 

All that stands in between is mortality. 

Tonight as I lie here, I spit in the face of that proud, lustful assasin you call life. 

No longer will it pain me, or silence me, or corrupt me, or tempt me, or defile me, 

or 1mpnson me . 

All these years I have spent dying. 

(My final realization.) 

And as the frantic whistle of the train grows near, 

I nestle deeper in the cradle and wait. 

C.L. :Jvfyers 
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from Crm-jpitrm-iw SJ{@@t 

Buddy strode out the torn screen door and onto the blistering sidewalk. Before 
him was an age-old struggle, played out over time. It had started with Man vs. Nature, 
and led to Man vs. Machine. Or more precisely, tourist vs. rental car that won't start. 

In an outstanding display of intelligence, Buddy uttered the question, "What's the 
problem? Car won't start?" As the young woman continued grinding the starter, John 
could see, even through her sunglasses, that he was receiving a look usually reserved 
for things that are dead and that smell. Not that he wouldn't be too far off from that 
after a few hours behind the grill today. 

"Smells like its flooded," he started, glad to have shown some knowledge of 
underhood mysteries. "Just wait a few minutes. Why don't you come in for a while and 
cool off?" Buddy blurted out, surprised at his own cool collectiveness, as sweat pasted the 
purple-with-yellow-and-orange-sharks shirt to his skin. 

As she pondered the offer while looking down at the cracked sidewalk, Buddy saw 
her face turn from indignation, to bewilderment, to acceptance quicker. than it takes to 
dunk a basket of Captain Hook's Famous Shrimp into the deep-fry vat. 

"Sure, why not?" she said, as if the question would have received an answer that 
started with "Because ... " 

Gentleman that he was, Buddy opened the screen door for the young woman, but 
didn't bother to get her a seat, because Scuffy had already brought out a large glass of 
iced tea, and placed it at the bar's corner, in the spot where newcomers sat at night, so 
as to get an unobstructed view of all arrivals. 

She breezed past and sat down at the rickety wooden stool, with one foot hooked 
'round a leg, the other on the floor to gain support, looking not unlike a flamingo, 
perched and shrouded in a flower print silk dress. 

"Thanks," she said, finally removing her sunglasses and glimpsing at the Early 
Modern Something style decor of the place, while sipping the icy cold refreshment before 
her. 

"Why," she said softly to herself, "do they always fill the walls of these quaint little 
places with license plates?" looking at the space above the mirror in back of the bar. 
"And that fish," glancing at an old sailfish, faded blue-green fins disintegrated with age 
and hung above the yellowed picture of itself with a younger Scuffy, "needs to go, put up 
a television that plays cool jazz videos, or something." 

Suddenly, realizing that this was a ridiculous thought for such a place, that her 
tea was empty, that Scuffy and Buddy were standing before her, genuinely wanting to be 
friendly and helpful, she asked, "How far to Barston?" 

With this, Scuffy, wiping grease from one hand and slinging a Captain's Catch 
fry special down the bar to a faceless customer with the other, interjected. "Whoa, that's 
a darn nice area up there. If you don't mind me asking," as if the answer would be 
"Yes, I do ... "he said, "what brings you to those parts?" 

And she, replying in an almost too casual way, as though she was about to say 
something that had been rehearsed many times before, said, "I am going to stay at a 
friend's condo. Tomorrow I have a photo shoot. Not like photos that you both might 
think," throwing a judgemental edge on her speech by flipping her hair and tossing a 
shoulder, "but like this." She picked up the glass, holding it outward. 

"Hands!" she blurted out, seeming to revel in the fact that her hosts had not 
guessed the answer. "I do television commercials and magazine ads. They just put my 
hands in the shot holding detergent, candy, drinks, whatever." Then the young woman . 
paused. She didn't want to seem off-putting to them, so her tone changed direction from 
the excitement of sharing in her profession, to a calmer dialogue. "Anyway, when I 
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was in college, a photography teacher sent some hand studies to an agency, and I was 

hired. Quite different from my original intention of teaching English." 
Noticing Buddy's age, she sensed an opportunity to join him in the conversation. 

"Are you in college?" 
Almost too abruptly he said, "Yes, I go to Metro State. One more year left, and 

I'm finished. Want to be a foreign journalist, working in one country, then moving to 

another, working there, too. I want to travel--see the world." 
Seeing his excitement, she said, "Well, I've been to Australia and most of Europe . 

And if your boss doesn't mind, why don't you sit down for a while, and we can talk about 

two subjects dear to me--great writings and great continents! By the way, my name is 

Sarah." 
There was no need to ask Scuffy. His gold-ilecked smile was enough to state that 

the kid had worked hard, today's business was slow, and the lady seemed like a good 

sort. 
So Buddy and Sarah played the information game. Trading back and forth, she 

from experience and he from books, they spoke of Ayers Rock and Jack London, William 

Faulkner and London, England. And, Sarah found that he knew much from his 

studies. Must be a sharp student. Going to reach his goal one day. And, Buddy could 

picture her, travelling from place to place. Probably had seen more in a year than most 

people see in a lifetime. 
Soon the afternoon drew to a close, and so did the conversation. As the harsh sun 

slid downward, a canopy of dusk skated over the purple- and orange-tinged showers , 

sidewalks, and pools. 
"Buddy, I must be going to Barston. Thank you ever so much for helping me with 

the car, the great conversation, and, especially," she said , resting a slender hand on his 

arm, and smiling as if he knew what she was about to say, "the Captain's delicious fish 

sticks!" 
As Sarah got up, Buddy jumped to his feet, saying, without first thinking why, 

"Let me walk you to your car." And then he obligingly opened the tattered' screen door 

for her. They walked the few steps down the cooled sidewalk, together recalling 

highlights of their talk. After a brief recap of the directions to Bars ton, Sarah got into 

the darkened car, illuminated only by the tired neon lights of Captain Hook's. 
The car key clicked down, the ignition caught, and sweet mechanical sounds 

chimed away underhood. Sarah turned on the headlights, put the car into drive , waved 

cheerfully, and drove away as Buddy watched the red taillights fade away.into the thick, 

cooling summer air . 

??? 

Tiny sunbeams dance on His face. 
The warm breeze ruffles through His hair. 
My soft lips kiss his. 
Oh, How I Love Thee! 

1(aren .L. 'Befnwnt 

'l(gn o/an 'Doren 
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Coronacfi 

Heaven's tears caress my sorrow, 
Angels' wings by mourning stilled-~ 

Vile behest of cold Tomorrow, 
My empty cup, again, half-filled. 

Sleep, elusive as his brother, 
In answer my pathetic hymn -

Scorns me as he courts another, 
Favour of his fiendish whim -

Bid well his insolent sibling. 

Prepare for him the Master's bed, 
For long has been his journey -

Who walks among the noble dead, 
Can quench the widow's yearning. 

And yet he passes with the dawn, 
To fulfill another's boding-

Here again would he be drawn, 
To still my reft emoting --

To claim me as his kindred. 

Insomnia 

?{aaiaSy(van 

Why is it that I cannot sleep? 
I must work on the morrow; 

But could my slumber be so deep
and calming as my sorrow? 

I cry inside for others' sins, 
And know that they are mine; 

Sickly little doting hymns-
and only death is kind 

?{aaiaSy(van 

On S[eep 

for Frank 

Lifeless 
you sleep in 
broken rhythms 
like a pianist with 
one hand gently 
falling 
over the other 

· Your skin 
softly sings the 
sleep song 
emptying the music 
from its pores like 
rainwater flowing 
from a tin can 

Quietly 
you stir 
and the shadow 
of your breath 
orchestrates the air like 
seventy saxophones 
streaming 

And the music surges on 
into the night 
Slowly 
moving the darkness 
to dance 

L. S teigerwaft 
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Even though there was a whole field's worth of flowers in the viewing room, I 

couldn't smell their perfume. Two recordings of hymns were being piped into the room, 

the vocalists of which leaving something to be desired. To my right, my mother lay in 

her new bed, covered in light blue satiny sheets. Dad said light blue was her favorite 

color, but I never really knew. The rows of people behind us sat patiently in the air 

conditioned room as the pastor made tears continually well up in my eyes. Every time 

someone different appeared before me to pay his respects, new tears would fall. I was 

next to last in the long line of people who shuffled past yet another body that had fallen 

victim to cancer. I had never touched a dead body before; her skin was cold and hard 

against my lips. If only Mom could see how many people's lives she had touched. She 

might have cried, too. 

o/a!erie :Miller 

, 
* . 

'Betti (jrosins/(j 



After all these years, 
Is there a reason to go on ? 
A few friends are now gone 

'IIie 1\fason 

Does independence mean being left alone ? 

And for all the beers, tears, and fears 
The same distorted answers and obscured sights 
I don't even go to church anymore--
Can't see the sky from inside 

LOOKUP--
See the future, unborn yet alive 
Like the rebirth of heaven, 
Spinning around the skies 
Shining through your eyes 

I watch the falling leaves--
Last summer memories leave me no rhymes 
Was it me or was it us? 
Now it's distant and cold . .. 
What's the reason? 
The season? 

I had a dream of the Spring Showers : 
Strange clouds, little trees, and high towers 
I saw no rain above the clouds, 
Only self-deluded powers; 
The leaves came back as chances, 
And suddenly there were flowers .. . 

LOOKOUT--
It's possible to increase death, entrap an inception 
(Like little rabbits, the innocence was easily caught) 
It's easy to believe in convenient conceptions 
And be deluded by them--Faith can't be taught 

While religion and science are torn apart, 
The greater power remains unique, 
Distant as a child's heart 
Born to teach through simple acts 
And learn from the real facts 
It does not state, but interacts ! 

And like the uncertainties of color, beauty, and age 
Reflecting some kind of aimless rage, 
This tunnel of echoes is but a mere stage--
To be human ... 

. .. to see ... 
. .. to be free ... 

(continued) 
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Uke far-sighted premature kids, 
Or independent renewable idealists, 
We follow no cobwebbed trails 
We face reality wearing no sacred veil 
Where logic fails, our dreams logically prevail 
What's the reason? THE FREEDOM! 

:Marcos :Macfiado 

9\[ervous 

For the longest time I longed to Feel Your touch, 

Day after Day, Night after Night. 

Hoping You would notice my want for You, 

While I lay in the air field--

Looking at the Stars. 

I see Your eyes in every Sparkle of every Star 

Every Shooting Star is my heart exploding, 

With the Feelings that We share. 

The Nervousness You put in my stomach when You stare at me, 

The tingle You put in my h eart when You touch me, 

I AM NO LONGER NERVOUS! 

1\gna '114iite 



V. 'J{'IJ'I L 'E ']) 

Walking on a July beach, 

the sun is setting 

the waves are softly crashing 

and the air has a slight chill 

with a pleasant salt smell. 

My arms are crossed, 

my hair is blowing in the same direction 

as the wind. 

Tears are falling from my eyes 

but my face is smiling. 

The beach looks endless ... 

I want to walk forever. 

I keep thinking that you will find me here--

and want to walk with me, 

hand in hand. 

alone 

Jennifer Santumo 
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My father died on September 14th, 1987; at least I think it was 1987. I believe I 
purposely forget when he died, maybe because I haven't fully accepted his death yet. 

He died of cancer. I was 19 or 20 at the time. He didn't deserve to die--he was only 
74. I never really knew my father; he was the quiet type, at least around us. Dad was 
the kind of guy that went to work early, came home at 5 p.m., sat in his chair until 
dinner was ready, and then returned to his chair for the rest of the night. Dad was the 
provider, and Mom was the caretaker. On weekends he would be busy fixing up the 
house or working on some project in the garage or basement. 

Dad, why did you never talk to us? How come you always seemed distant in a 
way? How come you never asked me how things were going? 

Not that Dad never talked to us; he just seemed like he was always thinking about 
something else. He was always fair and forgiving, but I just wish I knew more about 
him. 

Dad, what did you do when you were a kid? Did you play baseball or have any 
hobbies? What were Grandma and Grandpa like--were they funny? See, I never knew 
them either--both my grandparents died when I was a baby. It just seemed like I never 
knew him too well, and I didn't start appreciating him until it was too late. 

Thing is, he pissed me off. Why was it that he could talk for hours with his 
friends down at church? (He counted the collection money on Sundays.) Why could he 
never talk to us the same way? What did I do wrong? I was always amazed when he 
would talk with other people of his generation about times back then. My father was in 
the Merchant Marines during WWII, and he also sailed all over the world when he 
worked on a ship for the United Fruit Company. This much I know. I also know that 
his cancer was traced back to when he worked in the boiler room on one of these ships; 
they had used asbestos as a fire retardant. 

I also know that I love him and that I miss him very much. I always wanted him 
to show me how to play baseball and how to use a hammer. Well, he never did show me 
how to play baseball, but I learned from my older brothers. And, yes, he did show me 
how to use a hammer in his own special way. He was a beautiful person, and I will 
never forget him. So, whenever I step up to that plate to swing my bat, I know I can 
always look into the stands and see my father cheering me on. I guess I know more 
about him than I care to admit. Take care, Dad, and thanks. 
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